Exhibit VIII.B.2
Player Database and Loyalty Program
Submit as Exhibit VIII.B.2. the following:
a.

describe any loyalty, reward or similar frequent player program (a “Program”)
maintained by the Applicant or, if applicable, the Manager for any casino the
Applicant or Manager owns, operates or manages.

Rush Street Gaming (“RSG”) has established its Customer Loyalty Program, Rush Rewards.
Recognized as a Best Players Club 2013 by Casino Player Magazine, Rush Rewards is designed
to recognize and reward gaming customers based on their continued visitation and play.
Customers are encouraged to join Rush Rewards, and use their card to be rated in both slots and
tables to receive the maximum benefits through the program. Through carefully crafted and
personalized offers based on play, guests feel appreciated, known, and rewarded for playing at a
Rush Rewards casino. Customers receive free slot play, complimentary food and beverage, gifts
and special benefits through the program.
Rush Rewards has three tier levels: Rush, Preferred, and Signature.

Three casinos presently offer the Rush Rewards loyalty program: Rivers Casino Pittsburgh;
Rivers Casino Des Plaines; and Sugarhouse Casino in Philadelphia. While these casinos share
the name and primary benefits of the program, unlike some regional or national casino loyalty
programs which require the same earning or redeeming criteria at each property, Rush Rewards
allows each property to use unique earning and qualifying criteria to target the right customers
with the right offers in each market.

Rivers – Pittsburgh

Rivers – Des Plaines

Sugarhouse - Philadelphia

This flexibility encourages the marketing teams to leverage Rush Rewards national benefits,
while customizing on property benefits to offer the most value to local guests.
Customization includes programs such as Rush Rewards Plus at Philadelphia’s Sugarhouse
Casino, where Rush Reward members receive discounts and benefits at local partner businesses
to encourage trial and visitation. By encouraging our Rush Rewards Members to visit local
businesses, attractions and service providers, we both promote the region and local economy
while providing great benefits to our customers.

Gain the Advantage with Rush Rewards Plus!
Show your Rush Rewards card at participating
local businesses to receive exclusive discounts
and offers.

Rush Street Gaming has added compelling National benefits to the Rush Rewards program that
help attract and retain gaming customers, and provide aspirational incentives for gaming guests
to seek out and consolidate play in our casinos. Signature guests (the top tier) are presently
offered a seven day complementary cruise, including Europe and Alaska, on Norwegian Cruise
Lines. Preferred guests are offered an annual seven day cruise in the Caribbean, Florida and
Bahamas. Additionally, guests are offered complimentary trips to Las Vegas and other
destinations, and an array of offers ranging from golf outings, local entertainment and dinner
outings, and other special events that create unique and memorable experiences.

Rush Rewards guests are provided unique service channels, such as dedicated service lines,
discounts and phone numbers based on Rush Rewards membership. Top-tier guests also receive
personalized host service. Rush Street Gaming has secured hosts and player management from
top tier casino operations who train and support local hosts in both sales and service to premium
customers. Rush Rewards provides guests with competitive and compelling rewards, service,
and recognition. In 2013, 76% of Rush Rewards guests surveyed responded that Rush Rewards
players club is at or superior to competitor player’s club programs.

b.

state whether the Applicant or, if applicable, the Manager maintains a casino customer
relationship management system and database (a “Database”) that tracks the play of
its Program members.

Rush Street Gaming casinos maintain the Rush Rewards customer database on the Konami
Casino Management System (referred to as KCMS). Pending all required Regulatory approvals,
KCMS would be used at Rivers Casino & Resort to store customer information including Rush
Reward account details, customer gaming ratings for slots and table games, and customer offer
and redemption data.
c.

indicate whether the Program and Database will be available for the marketing,
promotion and advertising of the Gaming Facility and whether they are “exclusive” to
the Applicant and/or, if applicable, the Manager.

Rush Rewards would be used as the loyalty/players program for Rivers Casino & Resort. This
program and its benefits would be central in both the on-site and off property marketing and
advertising plans to engage customers to join, and by doing so, provide them rewards for their
continued patronage. Examples of Rush Rewards promotions programs are illustrated below:

Members of Rush Street Gaming’s databases located in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Des Plaines
(Chicagoland region) would be offered special invitational offers to visit New York, pending
approvals. These offers would be based on customer worth, and for the higher tier customers
would include offers including hotel, complementary food, and appropriate local events
(sporting, regional, and casino) to create a compelling reason to visit.

d.

indicate the number of “active” (those who have played within the past 12 months) and
“inactive” (those who have played over 12 months ago) members in the Database.

e.

indicate the number of rated players included in the Database that are located within
50-, 100-, 150- and 200-miles of the proposed Gaming Facility.

Rush Street Gaming database mileage counts:

f.

describe how the Database and Program will be used to market, promote and advertise
the Gaming Facility.
The Rush Rewards program will be promoted by in media and on property, encouraging guests
to join to receive the outstanding benefits. Employees will be trained to explain how to use the
card and explain program benefits to guests. Periodically guests will be offered incentives to join
Rush Rewards and encourage new visitation to the market. Rush Rewards will be promoted
through the following channels:
-Media promotion that highlights benefits
-On site signage, in room collateral
-Employee promotion and ambassadors
Rush Rewards members from other markets will be invited to experience the New York casino
throughout the year, pending approvals, with offers appropriate to their play levels. VIP guests
will be offered special trips including local amenities, while retail guests will be offered
discounted hotel packages to experience the Resort and the area.

